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Message from Editor:

Dear Valued ECTI Association Members,

First of all, I would like to thank Prof. Kosin Chamnongthai for allowing me to
work as the editor for ECTI E-Magazine starting from this issue. Through his
dedication and passion, the ECTI E-Magazine has continually served our members
during the last 8 years with valuable information and updates. Next year, we hope to
continue serving you even more informative review articles, updates and sections in
the E-magazine.

In this issue, you may read an article titled “Key Communications within
Glucose Stripe Biosensors: A Basic of Electrical and Chemical Wiring” by Dr. Metini Janyasupab, updates on
sponsored conferences, seminars as well as publication list of ECTI Journals.
I would like to wish all ECTI members happiness, success, good health as well productive year ahead.

ECTI E-Magazine Editor

Pornchai Supnithi (King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang)
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ECTI President Message:

The time really flies, doesn't it?. I hope that all our members agree
that this has been another memorable year in your profession and ECTI
Association with many sponsored conferences, workshops, seminars as well
as membership benfits. Since this is my last Message to all of you (the new
Administration will commence in early 2016) as well as the last issue of the
ECTI E-Magazine of 2015, I would like to thank all the committee members
for their hard work in bringing our Association forward and certainly thank
Prof. Kosin Chamnongthai who voluntarily produced the enjoyable and
informative E-Magazine issues during these 8 years. We appreciate all the
members and your participation in our flagship conferences as well as the Area activities during this year. You are
the foundation of our Association and I truly hope that you will serve in various voluntary administrative positions
in the near future so that we all grow professionally and personally together.
Thailand has recently finished the two 4G license auctions, and we are witnessing new waves of
technologies such as cloud computing, data analytics and grid computing among others. In addition, many
technologies relevant to the ECTI Association are being supported or will be emphasized by the Thai government
through the government policies in Industrial Clusters and Super-clusters. To name a few, they include digital
economy, alternative energy, transportation and logistics, robotics, next-generation automobiles, ICT for
agriculture and health, digital divide, smart home and smart electronics. Research, innovation and startups have
been envisioned as essential instruments and mechanisms to move Thailand or a country in ASEAN from a lower
middle-income nation to a high-income nation. Our researchers and community need to team up and contribute
on this road of the future.
I would also like to remind our members on the submission datelines for the upcoming ECTI-CON 2016, to
be held in Chiangmai, Thailand, as well ECTI-CARD 2016 to be held in Prachuabkirikhan, Thailand. The first
conference emphasizes on new research results and innovations in our fields, whereas the latter focuses on the
innovative and project-based practical innovations. You are all encouraged to attend these flagship conferences of
our association.
Finally, I would like to wish you all Happy Holidays, filled with happiness and success in the next coming
year.
Prayoot Akkaraekthalin, KMUTNB
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Key Communications within Glucose Stripe Biosensors:
A Basic of Electrical and Chemical Wiring

Metini Janyasupab*
Faculty of Engineering, King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang
Bangkok 10520, Thailand
*Corresponding author email: metini.ja@kmitl.ac.th

Abstract

One of the challenges in several engineering problems is to correlate inter-disciplinary processes
embedded within one physical system. In order to accomplish a great design and advancement, it is
necessary to establish a good fundamental of the device. Considerably from various engineering
backgrounds, a design of classical biosensor is one of great practical examples. The key of the device, in
general, is originated from a metal coated with biological elements. Therefore, the device its own is
involved with biological compartments, chemical processes, and indeed electrical connections. This
review aims to demonstrate common engineering points of view from biomedical, chemical and
electronics engineering emerging into one general working principle of biosensors. With little chemical
terms or technical jargons, the review is written for self-explaining and easily developing a basic
understanding of glucose stripe sensors, the major product of commercially available biosensors. The
device will be emphasized to illustrate chemical and electrical connection and their functions to facilitate
diabetic patients. As uniquely designed, the device is ultimately considered as one of a very few
engineering systems that lack of feedback control; yet becomes viable to global markets and healthcare
communities.
Keywords: biosensor, glucose sensor, electrochemistry, glucoses stripe
1. Introduction

The best described and most well-known biosensors in the market are a glucose stripe sensor,
invented since 1962 by Clarks and Lyson [1]. Making a broad impact for global diabetic care, the device
alleviates those who suffer from an imbalance blood glucose control. Diabetes is a serious public health
concern that requires a life-long management and effective monitoring. The symptom is caused by an
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impairment of converting blood glucose into the cell due to dysfunctional or lack of insulin hormone as
described in Fig.1. Subsequently, accumulated and excessive amount of glucose in blood stream can cause
a high blood pressure, a serious skin infection, or a loss of muscle function or internal organ’s failure. This
condition can be found either Type 1 (naturally lack of insulin) or Type 2 diabetes (gradually occurs from
dietary habits or metabolic changes). In 2014, the World Health Organization estimated that 9% of adult
populations were found with diabetes, and 1.5 million deaths were directly caused by diabetes [2].
Furthermore, tremendous needs of diabetic healthcare lead to a majority market drive toward biomedical
sensors for more than four decades [3, 4], and still continue actively growing with a recent estimated value
of 1 billion US dollars in 2010 [5].

Fig. 1 Systematic function of glucose (yellow hexagon) and insulin (blue circle), under a
normal condition (left) insulin helps glucose in blood entering into muscle cells to store or
exploit as an energy source. However, diabetes (right) fail to bring glucose from blood into the
cells.
2. Conventional clinical measurements of blood glucose

In clinical diagnosis, three conventional instrumental methods, namely, (1) A1C, (2) fasting
plasma glucose (FPG), and (3) oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), are often selected to facilitate
physicians in order to determine diabetes conditions [6-8]. The principle of these methods is underlined
by measuring excessive glucose level in blood. In general, the first test A1C (also known as HbA1C or
hemoglobin A1C), a specific protein in blood, detects excessive numbers of A1C protein binding with
glucose molecules. Under a normal condition, the specific hemoglobin A1C in blood can naturally bind
with glucose and form a complex pair, approximately 6.5% in quantity. However, if some abnormalities
occur, there will be more glucose in blood. Consequently, more complex pairs can be formed much higher
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than 6.5% [9, 10]. Thus, this value can be used as a standard to implicitly quantify the glucose level in
blood. As shown in Fig. 2a, the complex pair between A1C in blood and glucose is denoted as the red
circle and the yellow polygon, respectively. This bonded pair can be counted under light by labelling a
chemical tag (fluorescent) denoted as the blue star, or it can be weighted by mass using High Pressure
Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) [7, 10].

In addition to the first method, both FPG and OGTT tests also measure indirect signals of blood
glucose level shown in Fig.2b. Both tests require patients to temporarily stop eating prior to the
measurement. The given condition as an input of FPG is a long pause of glucose conversion process,
called fasting (no eating for a specific period of time). The procedure allows the actual systematic function
of glucose-energy conversion can be examined. As a result, the excessive glucose level can be detectable.
Slightly different from FPG, the OGTT test allows a series of glucose intake for a shorter period of time
into the body, creating a spontaneous impulse of the bodily glucose consumption process. After patients
consume some known concentration glucose drink, their blood will be collected. Both tests are also
carried out via the chemical processes, involved with biological elements or enzyme to convert glucose
into another chemical form. Finally, the detectable product form will be measured its physical properties
such as wavelength (frequency) or weight by the same techniques of A1C output counting.

(a)
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(b)

Fig. 2. Working principles of clinical blood glucose measurements: (a) A1C test incorporating
the glucose-hemoglobin pair (denoted as red circle and yellow polygon, respectively)
detection, seen by fluorescence labeling, and (b) FPG and OGTT tests evaluating glucose
products (purple polygon) from enzymatic conversions without any food consumption.
Due to tedious clinical procedures, long waiting periods of time, and trained personnel
requirements, diabetes patients often receive medical care based on their accessibilities to the hospitals.
All three benchtop testing methods are suitable for different patient conditions and availabilities of
equipment. Therefore, the standardization of these tests is significantly important for accurate glucose
estimations and therapeutic actions. As shown in Table 1, a criterion for diabetic diagnosis based on
outcomes of these methods can be relatively compared. For example, an individual is more likely to have
a diabetic condition at the higher value of 6.5% A1C. The test estimates an average of glucose level within
the past 3 months based on the red blood cells’ life cycle. This is also equivalent to 126 mg.dL-1 in FPG
test and 200 mg.dL-1 in OGTT test (milligram per deciliter is the glucose weight in one drop of blood
volume). Alternatively, these values can be computed to another standard unit, equivalent to 7 and 11.1
milli molar in SI unit, respectively.
Table 1. Standard criteria for diabetes diagnosis (adapted from American Diabetes Association) [9].
Methods
A1C
FPG*
OGTT**
Unit
%
mg.dL-1
mmol
mg.dL-1
mmol
Level
> 6.5
126
7
200
11.1
* fasting (no food intake) for 8 hours

** follow a standard measurement of WHO at 2 hours
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Broadly speaking, the result of FPG is, as a steady state response of the body (system), evaluating
an output response of glucose in blood stream without any input glucose signal for 8 hours. On the other
hand, OGTT result can be described as an output transient response given by a known impulse glucose
input signal. The OGTT procedure is normally performed at every 2 hours after an individual drinks some
known glucose concentration beverage. All of these methods are inevitably performed in the hospitals,
and, they take from several hours to days to report the patients. Therefore, the need of more simple,
portable test motivates developments of glucose stripe sensors, to provide a more reliable and tight
monitoring of blood glucose level.
3. Working principle of glucose stripe sensors

Tremendous economic prospects associated with the management of diabetes led to a more selfmonitoring and control strategies with less dependency to clinical measurements. In 1962, Clarks and
Lyson developed the first glucose sensor at the Cincinnati Children Hospital. The device was involved
with two important processes: a biological recognition and an electron transfer. The former process aimed
to specifically target a change of glucose in blood either by a chemical or biological method. The later
process would subsequently indicate a detectable signal from the former process and display as a final
output. More specifically, Table 2 summarizes inputs and outputs of these two consecutive processes.
Within a drop of blood, two initial inputs of the biosensor were glucose and oxygen. In presence of the
enzyme, the glucose was converted into two chemical products: (i) gluconolactone and (ii) hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) [11], creating intermediate signals. At that time, Clarks designed the biosensor to trace
the oxygen consumed in blood. After the biological recognition step was complete, the change of oxygen
could indirectly indicate the glucose level in blood. The more oxygen consumed, the more glucose was
present in blood. Furthermore, it was also known that oxygen could actively interact with a metal
electrode (such as platinum). Under an applied voltage operation, the change of oxygen in blood could be
measured by the change of potential between the electrode* (shown in Table 2) and another stable
electrode (so-called the reference electrode). Thus, the first glucose biosensor was essentially an oxygen
sensor measuring oxygen consumption from an enzymatically glucose conversion process.
Table 2. Two key processes in Clark-type glucose stripe sensors.
Process
Input
Output
1. Biological Recognition Glucose in blood
Glucose products
Oxygen in blood
Electroactive chemical (H2O2)
2. Electron Transfer
Current
H2O2
Electrode
Electrode*
*

The working electrode under an applied potential that transiently change its own potential.
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Fig. 3. Working principle of glucose stripe sensor and any other H 2O2 based sensor.
After the first invention, the glucose biosensor has significantly gained research momentum. There
are several developments, addressing existing issues from the original prototype such as interference
signal, voltage drift, and oxygen dependency [12]. More particularly, several chemicals are able to
contribute to a change in potential, especially at a negative voltage mode. Note that biosensors are
considered as electrolytic cells, meaning that positive and negative polarities (sign convention) are
opposite to batteries and other energy storages. In supplemental Fig.S1, the positive voltage mode results
in an anodic process, giving electrons from the working metal electrode. On the other hand, the negative
applied voltage mode governs the working electrode to accept electrons and oxygen, described as a
cathodic process.

Based on this sign convention, the first generation glucose sensor is under a negative potential
operation to receive both electrons and oxygen in blood. However, there are several limitations to this
approach. For example, oxygen is a chemically reactive and sensitive to pH change. Under several
circumstances, pH and oxygen interactions lead to a false output signal and thus lower specificity of the
measurement. In addition, a negative applied potential is sensitive, not only for oxygen consumption but
also various oxygen derivative forms. Thus, the output signal at the selected potential cannot be reliable
for a major change of glucose measurement in blood. Furthermore, the input voltage is applied at the same
time as reading the output voltage signal, creating a voltage drift phenomena. Hence, the poor sensitivity
and selectivity is observed in this design.
Fig. 3 above shows an alternative approach by monitoring H 2O2, an electroactive product from the
biological recognition (the output of Process 1, and the input of Process 2 in Table 2). The two primary
processes still remain. However, this approach detects an amount of produced H 2O2 from enzyme
conversion. Due to the close physical contacts of both processes taking place, the electrons from the
produced H2O2 can be transferred to the working metal electrode. Therefore, the change of current and/or
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voltage can be detected. A positive applied input voltage mode is also used to avoid other sensible species.
More importantly, this approach employs three electrodes in order to separate the voltage reference
electrode and the current reference. As previously mentioned, only two electrodes are employed into the
first prototype. This design leads to a voltage drift, causing a shift of baseline and diminishing the
performance. To minimize this effect, an additional electrode is applied to facilitate the current output
measurement. As shown in Fig. 4, it serves as a reference for reading out current and supplying electrons
to reduce any ohmic resistance. This enhancement of monitoring the electroactive product and selecting
more suitable potential operations becomes a major advancement of the improved designs. The glucose
level in blood is simply proportional to the H2O2 formation that is contributed to more electron transfer.
Ultimately, the current output can correlate to a particular level of glucose, displaying as a value on a
glucose meter. By far, this working principle is still the fundamental of current commercially available
glucose stripe sensors.
4. Connections between compartments

Today’s commercial glucose stripe sensors consist of three electrodes as shown in Fig. 4 from left
to right: (1) a reference electrode, (2) a working electrode, and (3) a counter electrode, respectively. The
three-working electrode system is very efficient for electrical and chemical wiring. In detail, one end of
each electrode is connected to biological elements by coating techniques. Another end is connected to an
electrical output reader such as a current meter. In general, printed technologies, such as screen-printing or
thin film coating, are often selected for large-scale manufacturing. In this section, communication
between the chemical process and the electrical connection will be explained for a typical operation of
glucose stripe sensor.

Based on the principle of the device in Fig. 3, the key operation is to translate the electron
movement, resulted by a change of glucose in blood, into the output reader effectively. There are three
physical compartments necessary for any electrochemical based glucose sensors: (1) enzyme (or other
equivalent substitutes), (2) conductive electrodes, and (3) an electronics circuit (normally a voltage supply
and a current reader). The connection between the first and the second compartment is described by
chemical wiring. In Fig. 4, the first compartment, is the biological enzyme coated on a conductive surface
of the working electrode. The enzyme is chemically bonded with polymers or high surface area materials
in order to entrap the active biological sites of the enzyme. Desire characteristics of this connection
include stable enzyme immobilization, highly conductive material selection, and sufficiently selective
filtration.
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After H2O2 is produced, the electrons will be drawn toward the electrode. This electron essentially
becomes the target input of the second process (electron transfer), wiring by a mediator, which is another
facile electron carrier. Naturally, many metals will detect the change of electrons on the surface easily.
However, the electron transfer process occurs significantly faster with a small assistance of the mediator
and some input energy (applied voltage). The target input of this process is detected by matching an
appropriate applied potential, from 0.0 to +0.7 V versus the reference electrode (normally made of
silver/silver chloride). It is also important to consider that there are other unwanted electro active species
in blood. And, both chemical and electrical wiring is a one-directional process, cascading from the
enzyme-electrode to the electrode-circuit without any feedback control. Thus, the device its own primarily
replies on the excellent working electrode performance. Deliberate designs tends to select a low potential
value below +0.3 V to avoid the interferent signals from ascorbic acid (vitamin C) and uric acid in blood.
Therefore, an accurate current output signal from H2O2 can be achieved by optimizing input potential and
enhancing material properties of the three compartments.

Fig. 4. A glucose stripe sensor composing of two metal (gold) electrodes and one reference
silver/silver chloride electrode (white)
5. Advancement of technology
Several strategies have long been attempting to overcome the challenge of electron transport,
locally apart from the electrode surface. As previously mentioned, various multi-disciplinary engineering
approaches and techniques are incorporated to enhance these three physical compartments. To distinguish
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major advancement of technology, recent trends and choices of design of each compartment can be
discussed as follows:
5.1 Chemical wiring from the enzyme to the electrode
The first generation is a proof-of-concept and primarily focus on the systematic design of
equipment and process. The glucose oxidase (GOD) enzyme is first used by physical coating onto the
electrode. As described previously, the electro active product of GOD is H 2O2, carrying out electron
output to generate the current signal. There is also another alternative enzyme, namely glucose
dehydrogenase (GDH) producing a different electro active product. Table 3 summarized the choices of
enzyme selected by major glucose sensors’ companies including Abbott, Bayer, LifeScan, Roche, and
Nova. In order to optimize the performance, the second generation exploits a mediator whose properties
help carrying electrons faster. It can be used with enzymatic cofactors including flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD), nicotine adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP), or, pyrroloquinoline quinone
(PQQ) [13]. As shown in Fig. 5 the main enzyme (GOD) is collaborated with a cofactor to boost up the
enzyme conversion process. Then, the choice of designs can be selected among many electrochemical
mediators such as quinone compounds, ferricyanide, and transition metal complexes [12, 14, 15]. By
applying the mediator, a large amount of unwanted interactions will be minimized due to the rapid
transport of electron to the electrode. However, the redox mediator itself can be toxic, less stable, and
become additional errors to the measurement. The third generation of glucose stripe sensors, therefore,
eliminate the mediator by operating at low potential and selecting a charge-transfer materials such as
tetrathiafulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TTF-TCNQ), gold nanoparticles, carbon nanotube, and
graphene [12, 16-20]. This design configuration can lower the applied input voltage as low as 0.1 V
versus silver/silver chloride reference [21].
Table 3. Commercially available glucose sensors [3].
Manufacturer Brand
Enzyme
Detection range (mg/dL)
Abbot
Bayer
LifeScan
Nova
Biomedical
Roche

FreeStyle
Freedom Lite
Ascensia Contour
OneTouch
UltraLink
Nova Max
Accu-Check
Aviva

20-500

Testing
(s)
5

GDH-FAD
GOD

10-600
20-600

5
5

GOD

20-600

5

GDH-PQQ

10-600

5

GDH-PQQ
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Alternatively, there are also inherited materials serving as both artificial enzyme and conductive
electrode. This approach is also known as non-enzymatic or enzyme-free route, using transition metals or
metal oxide such as gold or platinum directly detect the glucose in solution. Under a normal condition,
blood glucose is presented into α, β, and γ forms. It is observed that the γ-glucose can be directly
converted into gluconolactone (one of the chemical process output) without the enzyme. Nevertheless,
there is too little of the γ glucose as compared to the other forms (the ratio of α, β, and γ is 37:53:0.003 in
the physiological condition) [22]. Other strategies including platinum alloys, input voltage pulse
configuration, boronic acid membrane are reported. Although these techniques are partly evidenced for a
feasible non-enzymatic glucose sensor development, practical limitations of interfence still remain [2326].

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the first-, second-, and third-generation glucose sensors.
Electrons are first taken up by the enzyme's cofactor (primary electron acceptor) and
transferred to either oxygen, mediator, or directly to the electrode [13].
5.2 Electrical wiring: from the electrode to the circuit

Traditional routine of self-glucose monitoring is involved in drawing a drop of blood by a lancet
and loading onto the sensor. The painful procedure is inevitable for diabetic patients, leading to discomfort
and infection issues. Therefore, creating a new measurement paradigm is of great interest, especially to
electrical, electronics, and telecommunication engineering researchers. Continuous monitoring glucose
sensor (CMGS) or wearable device play a significant role over the past decade of product evolution,
transforming toward non-invasive diagnosis. Recently, Abbott developed Freestyle Libre that can take
glucose readings as many times a day as needed through a patch worn on the back of the upper arm and
does not require finger-prick calibration. MediWise’s Glucowise is a pain free glucose sensor that
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squeezes the skin between the thumb and the forefinger and displays the reading in real time on the screen.
Symphony by Echo Therapeutics uses a transdermal sensor and a wireless transceiver in order to display
real-time glucose data [27].

Fig. 6. Future glucose monitoring toward minimally invasive and painless measurements [27].
Fig. 6 shows a trend of technological evolution from the basic single-use disposable Clark-type
sensors toward a wireless continuous wearable glucose monitoring. The electrical wiring between the
conductive electrodes to the electronics circuit no longer needs to be a physical wire contact. Signal
transmission and optical detections will be expected more to play an important role as an emerging
technology into future glucose sensors. [28-30] Due to a life-long monitoring and more freedom of
activities, real-time detections are desirable. Regarding to this development, predictive and programmable
artificial intelligence models can be integrated with insulin pump infusion to close the loop of feedback
control for diabetic management. Providing future opportunities, these new routes of electrical connection
approach can find practical applications not only for glucose biosensors, but also other existing biosensors
and point of care devices.
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Supplemental Document:

(a)

(b)

Figure S1 . Biosensor (an electrolytic cell) SI sign convention and potential operation mode
A. anodic process, giving electrons thereby resulting in a positive current output, and B.
cathodic process, receiving electrons and negative current output

Summary

Glucose stripe sensors have long been developed for more than four decades to help diabetic
management. The biosensors can serve as a self-monitoring device, similar to clinical measurement in
hospitals. Owning the majority of global biosensor’s market, the device fascinatingly operates without any
feedback control by relying on excellent performance of the working electrode. The first, second, and
third generations of the device intensively focus on improvement of chemical wiring from the enzyme to
the electrode to overcome interference problems. Between each compartment, the key communications to
facility the chemical and electrical processes are enzyme selection, material modification, and input
voltage configuration Furthermore, electrical wiring from the electrode to the display becomes recent
trends in research and development, translating an invasive measurement paradigm into a real-time
painless diagnosis for the future glucose sensor generation.
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Metini Janyasupab graduated from Department of Biomedical Engineering,
Case Western Reserve University, USA in 2008 with a major in Bioelectrical
Engineering. She also earned her Ph.D. from Department of Biomolecular and
Chemical Engineering, Case Western Reserve University in 2013 with her thesis
titled “New Designs of Electrochemical Hydrogen Peroxide based Biosensors
for Advanced Medical Diagnosis,” selected as the most outstanding research
project (selected from thousands of graduate research studies) in School of
Engineering Dean’s Visiting Committee Meeting, 2012 and later proceeded to
become a U.S. patent on a new design of biosensor to monitor metastatic breast
cancer in human serum and urine (publication number: WO2014052962
A1, and 37 CFR,1.63 App.# 14/427,904). In 2014, she joined Faculty of Engineering, King Mongkut’s
Institute of Technology Ladkrabanf, as a lecturer in Biomedical Engineering Program. Her primary
research interests also include in biomedical sensors, electrochemistry, and energy storage.
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Paper List of ECTI Transaction

ECTI Transaction on Electrical Engineering, Electronics and Communications (ECTI-ECC)
Webpage: http://www.ecti-eec.org/

--- No updates ---

ECTI Transaction on Computer and Information Technology (ECTI-CIT)
Vol. 9, No. 2 (2015)

Webpage: http://www.ecti-thailand.org/paper/journal/ECTI-CIT/
Regular Papers

1. Hardware Evaluations of Simple Radio Positioning System Based on Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
Authors : S. Watanabe, M. Okada
2. A Joint SVD based Watermarking and Encryption Scheme using Chaotic Logistic Map
Authors : M. Saikia, S. Majumder
3. Joint Optimal Resource Allocation and PAPR Reduction Algorithm for OFDMA Systems
Authors : P. Phoomchusak, C. Pirak
4. Joint An Novel Intercarrier Interference Cancellation for MIMO-OFDM Systems
Authors : A. Yiwleak, C. Pirak
5. A Novel technique for Reference NodePlacement in Wireless Indoor PositioningSystems based on
Fingerprint Technique
Authors : K. Kondee, S. Aomumpai, C. Prommak
6. Impact of high WPPs penetration on the Vietnam Power System
Authors : H. Nguyet Nguyen, V. Vittal
7. Time Domain Equalization Method for DFTS-OFDM Signal without GI under Highly Mobile Environments
Authors : P. Reangsuntea, P. Boonsrimuang, K. Mori, H. Kobayashi
8. An Evaluation of Significant Lightness Difference Effective Term for CIEDE2000 Comparative Image Colour
Pixels
Authors : W. Benjapolakul, B. Homnan
9. Vertical Edge Detection-Based AutomaticOptical Inspection of HGA Solder Jet BallJoint Defects
Authors : J. Ieamsaard, P. Muneesawang, S. Yammen, F. E. Sandnes
10. Sentiment Analysis of Food Recipe Comments
Authors : P. Pugsee, M. Niyomvanich
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Report from Conferences/Workshops/Seminars

1. Seminar on “Research Article Writing Techniques” at Rajamangala University of
Technology Lanna, Chiangrai. (Reported by Prof. Kosin Chamnongthai)
The delegates of ECTI including Prayoot Akkaraekthalin (KMUTNB), Somsak Choomchauy (KMITL) and
Kosin Chamnongthai (KMUTT) visited Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna, Chiangrai on17
November 2015 and organize a seminar on research article writing technique. More than 20 lecturers and
students attended the seminar. The delegates had a chance to discuss with the dean of engineering
faculty and vice president in academic affairs.
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2. The International Reference Ionosphere 2015 (IRI 2015) Workshop

A. Training Week: 2-6 November, 2015

The lecture topics during the training week were: Ionosphere-An introduction, IRI-Introduction and open
problems, Comparison of IRI with ionosonde data from the Asian sector, IRIweb and related online services,
Ionsonde measurements, Real-Time IRI, Ionosondes in the Asian Sector, Ionosonde data online: GIRO and SPIDR,
GNSS data and ionospheric studies, Irregularities at equatorial latitudes, TEC comparisons with IRI in the Asian
sector, Access to GNSS data, Coupling between ionosphere and thermosphere at low latitudes, Ion densities and
plasma temperatures, Solar irradiance and Upper atmospheric chemistry, Incoherent scatter radar, and
Ionospheric storms. The trainees were divided into 8 teams and the 8 science problems were distributed to the
teams via lottery. A lecturer was assigned to each problem to work as adviser with the specific team.
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[Group photo]

During this week, oral and poster presentations were given in the auditorium. The trainees’ group
presentation were made on Thursday, Nov. 12th. On the last day, Nov. 13th, best presentation awards for trainees
were given out as follow.

Gold award: Team 5/ Problem 3 (Chinmaya Kumar Nayak, Adrian Teck Keng TAN, Punyawi Jamjareegulgarn,
Ednofri)
Silver award: Team 1/ Problem 1 (Malini Aggarwal, Siti Aminah Bahari, Wang Zheng, Sanit Arunpold)

Bronze award: Team 4/Problem 4 (Dessi Marlia, Azad Ahmad Mansoori, Sarawoot Rungruenwajiake, V. Rajesh
Chowdhary)
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3. The 2015 IEEE International Conference on Antenna Measurements &
Applications ((2015 IEEE CAMA)
Reported by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Titipong Lertwiriyaprapa (KMUTNB)

The 2015 IEEE International Conference on Antenna Measurements & Applications (CAMA) was held at Le
Méridien Chiang Mai, Thailand between November 30 – December 2, 2015. The 2015 IEEE CAMA was sponsored
by IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society (IEEE AP-S) and Thailand Convention and Exhibition Bureau (TCEB) and
very well organized by ECTI. There were more than 100 participants from 24 countries. Also there were 2 special
invited speakers, 5 IEEE AP-S invited speakers and 3 special sessions.

4. Special Lecture by Prof. Christophe Caloz

Reported by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Chuwong Pongcharoenpanich (KMITL)

IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society (AP-S) Distinguished Lecturer (DL)Program in cooperation with
IEEE MTT/AP/ED Thailand Chapter and Innovative Electromagnetic Academy of Thailand (iEMAT), ECTI Association
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have organized the lecture entitled “Metamaterial-Based Electromagnetic Space, Time and Spacetime Dispersion
Engineering”. by Prof. Christophe Caloz from École Polytechnique of Montréal, Canada.This lecture was held at
Faculty of Engineering, King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang, Bangkok, Thailand on December 4,
2015. There are more than 20 participants from 7 universities. After the lecture, there are some fruitful
discussions during the lunch time.
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New Books

Title “Visible Light Communication”

Number of pages:98
File Size:16.41 MB

Author: Keattisak Sripimanwat
Publisher:

ISBN:9786164060029

Publication date: 4 November 2015
Free copies are downloadable at

http://www.ebooks.in.th/ebook/36821/
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2015 International Year of Light and Light-Based Technology

Website: http://www.light2015.org/Home/About/Country/Thailand.html

Points of Contact:

Dr. Keattisak Sripimanwat

ECTI Association - Information chapter

Email: keattisak.sripimanwat@gmail.com
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Prayoot Akkaraekthalin (KMUTNB)

Advisory Board:

Prabhas Chongstitvatana (CU)
Kosin Chamnongthai (KMUTT)
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